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About theproject
The Youth Exchange Mind`Em, is the idea of a group of six young people

who participated in the years 2020-2021 in Matera as ESC volunteers,
alongside with Birgit Atzl the coordinator of the NGO Basilicata Link. 

The objective is to make the topic of Mental Health  more accessible
and understandable for adolescents and young adults, thanks to non-

formal education.
 

The group developed this project, based on their experience as volunteers
in the context of a pandemic, in which they observed issues and needs in
people they worked close with, but also among their peers. These issues

and needs are: emotional, lack of social interaction, the inability to
understand and accept the situation, high levels of anxiety, isolation,

lack of physical activity and a general lack of motivation.

Mind'Em project is made of two mobilities, 
you can apply to one or both! 
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MIND IN NATURE 
 

ROMANIA - Campulung
Moldovenesc

from 6 till 12 August 2022 

MIND IN ART
  

ITALY - MATERA 
from 18 till 26 June  2022

*dates include arrival and departure day 
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raise awareness on the topic of mental health
create a personal toolkit of mental and self care methods and tools
offer a safe space for young people to express and open up about
their feelings
offer a mobility opportunity to live a multicultural experience to
EVERYONE, also young people with fewer opportunities, especially
youth suffering particularly COVID-19 restrictions
have fun together, practice English, experience Italian culture! 

During the "Mind in Art" mobility in Italy we will realize non-formal
education activities on the theme of mental health supported by

various Art techniques. We will implement different exercises and
games related to the subject enhancing, this way, the learning process

will be interesting and experiential. 
 

The objectives are to:

 

WHAT WILL WE DO?



Gardening and outdoor activities - connecting with
the nature is always beneficial to our wellbeing

MIND'EM IS...
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Crafts and art such as dance, drawing, pottery,
photography to activate creativity; it will help
participants to understand and express better and
more efficient in a non-verbal way

Non-formal educational games and methods to learn
about mental health, by going deeper in the topic of
what it means to be healthy in the mind and how it is
possible to reach

Introspection and self awareness exercises - improve
self knowledge and understanding of personal needs,
values, desires, likes and dislikes
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Dissemination and follow up methods - all
participants will be involved also after the mobility
and will offer their input by organizing workshops 
 on the subject and will share their experience on
social platforms, with peers and families. 

Theater improvisation: this
type of exercises will put
everyone into different roles
and emotional states in order
to achieve a higher level of
understanding of mental
health disorders.

Intercultural moments - we will share with one
another the particularities of our countries, cultures,
religion, music, cuisine, etc 
and visit the UNESCO World Heritage city, Matera. 



TARGET GROUP
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Each national groups is made of :
One leader and 4 young people 

aged 16 - 22 years 

Priority for youth with fewer opportunities, for example:
- who do not speak English

- without any international experience
- Neet youth

- coming from rural areas
- with economical or social difficulties, or else.

 



Where will
we live?
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Hosting space: 

                      M
asseria La Fiorita 
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The biological farm is located 15km out of
the city of Matera, in the middle of the
nature,  offers male and female  dorms,

toilets and showers, self-managed kitchen, 
 so as indoor and outdoor working areas. 

http://www.masserialafiorita.it/
http://www.masserialafiorita.it/


bus, train tickets (possibly tickets with your name on it, plus an invoice
/ payment receipts)
Carpooling receipts (with name, itinerary, price, date)
Flight ticket (electronic ticket with name, price, itinerary, date) plus
the boarding card (electronic, screenshot or original)

Once you are confirmed as a participant by your sending NGO, you can buy
your travel tickets. But since you will be part of a national team, we invite
you to travel together with your colleagues we invite you to plan
together your trip!

Nearest airport: Bari Palese (1,5 h by bus or train to Matera)
National train station: Bari Centrale (Trenitalia)
Local train station:  Matera Centrale (Ferrovie Appulo Lucane) 

Keep in mind: Travel tickets can be reimbursed after the mobility, until
the maximum indicated in the list, ONLY with documentation:

STANDARD travel budget maximum:
Italy 23€  
Portugal    360€
Romania, France, Austria, Belgium 275€ 

There is the chance to use GREEN TRAVEL OPTION which allows you to 
- use extra budget for extra travel days;
- higher travel budget
- with the USE LOW-EMISSION TRANSPORTS! 

Travel
information
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European Commission has included since 2022 the option to use Green
Travel, with the intention to make participants use for the most of the
travel distance low- emissions means of transport . The Italian National
Agency wants young people to prefer trains to other means. 

GREEN travel budget is available in the following form: 

Since Green travel probably makes you have a longer travel, there is the
chance to use an extra budget for sleeping or food.
This extra budget can be reimbursed ONLY if you use low-emission
transportation and you stay you provide receipts stating the amount, date
and service for food, non-alcool drinks and sleep (hostel with a naming
receipt) so as luggage lockers; possibly paid with card;

Green Travel
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Train websites to be consulted:
international trains: https://www.thetrainline.com/
national trains: www.trenitalia.it
regional trains: www.ferrovieappulolucane.it

http://www.trenitalia.it/
http://www.ferrovieappulolucane.it/


 
Italy              Basilicata Link                      basilicata.link@gmail.com
Romania     Dream of DandeLion          serbanturda@yahoo.com 
France         Pistes solidaires                   magali@pistes-solidaires.fr
Portugal     Incentivo Positivo               asmoliveira20@gmail.com 
Austria        GEMMA                                  claudiawithlove@gmail.com 
Belgium      Compagnons Bâtisseur     placement@compagnonsbatisseurs.be

 

C O N T A C T  T H E  P A R T N E R  N G O  I N  Y O U R
C O U N T R Y  O F  R E S I D E N C Y  

ARE YOU
INTERESTED?

APPLY !

This Youth Exchange has been financed by the Italian National
Agency with the contract number: 2019-3-IT03-KA105-017703 09

Fill in the google form:
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIp
QLSek9FYr0ODJKms8t1Jopq-MrdNDxFA-

oIKqQvncY3IgJrxppA/viewform?
usp=sf_link

mailto:serbanturda@yahoo.com
mailto:asmoliveira20@gmail.com


THE MIND'EM TEAM
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LOOKING FORWARD
TO MEET YOU!!!

GENERAL INFORMATION
 

BASILICATA.LINK@GMAIL.COM
 
 

EMERGENCY CONTACT   +39 333 983 0467
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